
This article explains nature of consciousness ,three states of mind ,their 

properties,their relation with science  and their physical aspects 

 

There are three states(conditions)of mind: 

1:sub conscious state 

2:conscious state 

3:super conscious state 

99% people are in conscious state of mind. 

While remaining 1% are devided into sub conscious and  superconscious 

states of mind. 

Various properties of states of mind: 

 

 

1:sub conscious:this state of mind is below conscious state of mind. In this 

state   person always  feels bodyless , communicates with supernatural power, 

the person in this state of mind has  infinite intelligence .He feels energyless, 

and not aware of  it's own’s  existence, they feel helpless, In this state person 

is always  internal ,and 100%bounded by destiny ,and is totally programmed 

by God ! 

2:conscious state :99% people in the world exhibit this state of mind.in this  

person feels I am body external, all theories of physics and laws are outcome 

of conscious this state  of mind, rationalism is outcome of this state of mind: 

it contains 50% destiny and ,50% free will Diagram of three states of mind: 
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If we consider n as conscious state of mind, then n+1 will be superconscious 

state, and n-1will be sub conscious state of mind 

 

3:superconscious state: This state of mind is above conscious state of 

 Mind.This is experienced by saints 

 

This is beyond six senses, this is the state in which person gets tremendous  

amount of power(power of soul),ultimate and permanent  (not 

momentarily)happiness and joy ,(which remains forver),this state is  beyond 

space and time, the person can predict future and past . Infact can go in future 

and past(time travel is possible),can travel more  than speed of light, can go 

into higher dimensions, free from  bondage, conquers destiny and have 100% 

free will! And free from cycle  of birth and death! In this state dual nature 

ceases and  personfeels totally bodyless, and gets  united with the super 

natural power(god) and entire universe, can see  

existence   within all animate and inanimate objects 

 

Relation between states of mind and science: 



All theories of physical world are outcome of conscious state of  mind, here 

space and time phenomenon is considered ,and they  matters also(like  theory 

of relativity) If one is in  super conscious state of mind, all laws of physics 

brakes  In this state of mind person goes beyond time and space and not  

bounded by any laws of physical world 

 

Relation between computers and state of mind: 

 

Computers and artificial intelligence are outcome of conscious  state of mind 

If computers become self aware like humans then that will be biggest success 

of science in the history 

 

comment on death: 

when a person dies its body decomposes into five basic elements   and 

energy(soul)and  his "I" gets conserved into another body ,this birth and 

death cycle repeats untill person's all  desires are fully completed, when there 

is no desire the person's soul unites with supersoul (god) ,this is called 

liberation (nirvana or moksha)  

Accordind to hindu philosophy there are 64 dimensions(8 main and 8 sub 

dimensions)which will be  8*8 (64)and God resides in 65th dimension 

 

comments on senses and god 

in conscious state person gets all materialistic happiness through senses, 

therefore this happiness is temporary, but when go beyond senses he gets  

permanent joy and peace of mind and all powers(power ofsoul)  God is 



beyond senses which is nothing but our purified self which is absolute, full of 

permanent  happiness, and all sorts of powers 

 

Superconscious state :This state  is beyond six senses, this is the state in 

which person this state is beyond space and time, the person can predict 

future and past ,infact can go in future and past(time travel is possible), can 

travel more than speed of light, can go into higher dimensions, free from 

bondage  ,conquers destiny and have 100% free will! free from cycle of birth 

and death! dual  nature ceases and feels totally bodyless, and gets united with 

the super natural power (god) and entire universe, can see energy within all 

animate and inanimate objects 

 

comments on uncertainty principle: 

formulafor  uncertainty prinicipleis 

delta x*deltap>h/2pi but the question is: 

what will happen when it is=0 

solution can be stated here: 

 

Uncertainty is inherent in Nature. But not the way Heisenberg says. In fact 

Uncertainty is inherent  in nature because There can't be mathematics of the 

unknown 

comments on superimposition of particles: 

if soul can be murged into supersoul then particles  having same properties 

can be superimposed into each other fully! 

Comments on sedenions: 



if we go to sedenions and after that  which can be formulated as 2^n,we will 

get 32th and 64th dimension. When we go beyond number systems the lower 

number systems are satisfied just like when yogi's go in higher dimensions 

through mediation  the lower  dimensions are purified. Just we have to go to 

beyond sedenions and after that for mathematical  Formulation of 

God(ultimate reality). 

 

Comments on infinite sets: 

 

If we can convert finite sets into infinite sets this can be useful to predict 

reality. 

 

comments on singularity 

 

Everything came into existence from intial point like singularity and ends 

into black hole singularity   This process repeats since universe is cyclic! 

I think Everything including matter, light ,gravity must have come from intial 

singularity 

 

comment on soul 

 

soul has no gender 

Comment on uncertainty principle: Position is fixed coordinates in a frame of 

reference, where momentum is zero. 

 



Momentum in the same frame of reference has mobile coordinates, where 

fixed position of the same object is zero 

If we multiply both, however small, one of the two factors will always be 

zero. Hence the result will always be zero implying no uncertainty, which is 

contrary to observation. 

Uncertainty is inherent in Nature 

 

Comment on brahman: 

 

Brahman (reality called in hindu philosophy)is qualified by its attributes, 

which include intelligence, knowledge, and blessedness. Brahman is the 

source of all reality, and is knowable by means of its attributes. Brahman is 

the source of the individual Self, and is qualified by Atman. Atman can attain 

Self-knowledge by attaining knowledge of Brahman. The appearance of any 

essential difference between Atman and Brahman is a result of nescience (i.e. 

ignorance, ). Atman is not essentially different from Brahman. Nescience (or 

false knowledge) regarding Atman can be sublated or corrected by true 

knowledge of Brahman. The released Atman is a Self which has freed itself 

from the false perception that it is essentially different from Brahman. 

 

Brahman is also the highest Self, which is the inner being of the world and of 

all individual souls. The material world and all individual souls are the 

embodiment of Brahman. All conscious and non-conscious beings constitute 

the body of the highest Self. Brahman is the highest principle of being, and is 

both the material and operative cause of the universe 



 

Brahman is also the highest Self, which is the inner being of the world and of 

all individual souls. The material world and all individual souls are the 

embodiment of Brahman. All conscious and non-conscious beings constitute 

the body of the highest Self. Brahman is the highest principle of being, and is 

both the material and operative cause of the universe. in pure knowledge 

there is no distinction between the knowing subject and the known object. 

For the universal Self, there is no distinction between the knower and the 

known. For the individual Self, however, the "I" or ego cannot be obliterated 

without obliterating the essential nature of the Self. The individual Self must 

have an I-consciousness which persists even in the state of ultimate release. 

The "I" or ego is not merely an attribute of the individual Self, but constitutes 

the nature of the individual Self. Thus, the I-consciousness is not obliterated 

by knowledge of Brahman 

 

The doctrine that the phenomenal world is illusory and unrel. the phenomenal 

world is not unreal unless it is viewed as distinct from Brahman. The 

phenomenal world is not simply a realm of false and illusory appearances. 

The phenomenal world includes primordial matter (, which is part of the body 

of Brahman.) 

 

Humans has three qualities (or gunas): 1) clarity (sattva), 2) activity 

(passion, rajas), and 3) inactivity (darkness, tamas). The interaction of these 

changing qualities may be reflected by changes in the nature of the material 

world. Brahman is the inner Self or spirit (purusha) which may determine 



the gunas of human  Thus, reality is both material and spiritual. Purusha is an 

unchanging spiritual reality, while prakriti is a changing material reality. 

Plurality is not unreal unless it is seen as replacing the unity of Brahmahan 

 The ego-sense (ahamkara) of the individual soul is the same as its I-

consciousnes. 

God is Saguna-Brahman (Brahman with attributes) as distinguished from 

Nirguna-Brahman (Brahman without attributes)however, there is no 

distinction between God and Brahman. 

comments on universe and consciousness : universe must have 

consciousness since laws of nature which are applicable to humans are 

applicable to universe also which means universe must have consciousness 

 

comments on schrodinger's cat: 

if light can have wave or particle at the same time as it is proved in recent 

years then schordinders cat can be dead or alive at the same type 

schrodinger's cat is also observer dependent,and it can be dead or alive at the 

same time which indicates some properties of reality 

as well as schrodinger's cat can be explainen by philosophy and psychlology 

 

comment on time: 

 

time is only one ,past,present and future are it's aspects time is illusion 

 


